We give a bound on g h (n), the largest integer such that there is a g h (n)-gonal facet of the hypermetric cone Hyp n , g h (n) 2 n?2 (n?1)! This proves simultaneously the polyhedrality of the hypermetric cone. We give complete description of Delaunay polytopes related to facets of Hyp n . We prove that the problem determining hypermetricity lies in co-NP and give some related NP-hard problem.
Introduction
The hypermetric cone Hyp n of all hypermetrics on n-point set X is described by hypermetric inequalities 
Substituting (2) in (1) we obtain that inequality (1) Every subset X V (P ) provides a point d X (given by (2) Proposition 1 Let P be an L-polytope, and let X V (P ) be a generating subset of its vertices. Then rankd X does not depend on X, i.e., rankd X =rankP . This Proposition shows that every L-polytope P corresponds to a face of dimension rankP of the cone Hyp n for any n dimP + 1. More exactly, if j X j dimP + 1, then any map of X onto a generating subset of V (P ) yields a point d 2 Hyp(X) lying on a face of dimension rankP . An L-polytope P of rankP = 1 corresponds to an extreme ray of Hyp n . The polytope is called extreme. Extreme L-polytopes are studied in 5]. Below we give complete description of L-polytopes related to facets of Hyp n .
The contents of the paper are as follows. In Section 2 we give a complete description of L-polytopes related to facets. The description allows to prove in Section 3 upper bounds on the k-gonality of facet de ning inequalities and on the number of facets of Hyp n . Section 4 is devoted to complexity questions. It is proved there that the problem of determining hypermetricity is in co-NP, and we give a related co-NP-complete problem and NP-hard problem.
L-polytopes related to facets
Let P be a polytope. The convex hull of P and of a point v which does not lie in the a ne space spanned by P is called a pyramid with base P and apex v and is denoted by Pyr v (P ).
It is easy to see that Pyr u (P yr v (P )) = Pyr v (P yr u (P )) Pyr u Pyr v (P ): A facet of the hypermetric cone Hyp n is determined by the equality X , P dm = P 0 m;m is the convex hull of two mdimensional simplices both with m+1 vertices such that squared distance between vertices of the same simplex is 1+1=m, and squared distance between vertices of di erent simplices is equal to 1. Multiplying by m we obtain that the norm (squared length) of edges of P mdm connecting vertices of the same simplex is equal to m + 1, and norm of edges connecting vertices of di erent simplices is equal to m. The dimension of P dm is equal to 2m.
In the above examples, the simplices are regular and intersect in the center of the circumscribed sphere of P. Note that the squared radius of the circumscribed sphere of the regular simplex with norm of edges equal to m + 1 is equal to r 2 m = m=2. Recall that the squared Euclidean distance between vertices of P mdm belonging to di erent simplices is equal to m = 2r 
Proof. We represent the space of dimension n ? 1 spanned by the L-polytope P d as a (Recall that dimension of all considered polytopes is equal to n ? 1). Since volP V or = detL(X); we obtain volSt(v) 2 n?1 detL(X): Comparing (9) and (8) with the last inequality, we obtain the bound asserted by Lemma.
2
Remark Note that the proof is an application to a special L-polytope of a re nement of the proof of polyhedrality of Hyp n given in 4].
Using Stirling's formula we have g h (n) 2 n(1?log 2 e)?2 n n+1=2 : Recall the bound g c (n) on the k-gonality of hypermetric facets of the cut cone Cut n obtained in 1], g c (n) 2 n?2 n(n ? 1)
Since Hyp n coincides with Cut n for n 6, and g c (n) is known for n 7, we have g h (3) = g h (4) = 3; g h (5) = 5; g h (6) = 7: Since Cut n Hyp n , every hypermetric facet of Cut n is a facet of Hyp n . Therefore g h (n) g c (n) (in particular, g h (7) 9; g h (8) where v n denotes the volume of the n-dimensional unit ball. This bound is similar to the bound (7). Hence, as above, we see that P1M is in co-NP. 2
We are not able to prove that P1 is NP-hard. However we can show this for some closely related problems.
Consider the following computational questions. We reduce P4 to P2 and P4' to at most k = d(n ? 1)=2e questions of type P3.
P2. (2m+1)-gonality testing
Suppose we are given a graph G with the set of edges E(G). Construct the distance
Note that d t (K m;m+1 ) coincides with d t of (6) 
Setting here 2k + 1 = P n i=1 jb i j in the second term, we obtain the rst 3 terms of (11). If E b (G) 6 = ;, then the right hand side of the equality (12) obtains additional negative summand ?t X (i;j)2E b (G) jb i jjb j j:
Now we are done 2 We note that a pure n-vector b = (b 1 ; : : : ; b n ) which determines a pure (2k + 1)-gonal inequality exists if and only if 2k + 1 n. Hence we have 2 cases: 2k + 1 n, and 2k + 1 > n when there is no pure vector b.
In the rst case when k d(n ? 1)=2e for a pure vector b we have n b = 2k + 1, K(b) = K k;k+1 , and the equality (11) takes the form h G (t; b) = k not hypermetric and the minimum hypermetric inequality violated is (2s + 1)-gonal. The answer to P3 gives us the value m that answers P4'. Therefore P3 is also NP-hard. 2
The problems in this section are related to some computational problems on integer quadratic forms. Let Q = (q ij ) be an integer symmetric (n ? 1) (n ? 1) matrix and let c be an integer (n ? 1)-vector. De ne the quadratic form g(x) = cx ? x T Qx:
It is known that the minimum of (15) (and hence testing whether g(x) 0 ) over binary vectors x 2 f0; 1g n?1 can be found in polynomial time (see e.g. If Problem P1 is NP-hard, it would imply that minimizing (15) over the integers is NPhard. In a similar way, the complexity results for Problems P2 and P3 can be interpreted in terms of the NP-hardness of corresponding computational problems for quadratic forms over the integers.
